Segregation and phase inversion of strongly and weakly fluctuating Brownian particle mixtures and a chain of such particle mixtures in spherical containers.
We investigate the segregation pattern formation of strongly and weakly fluctuating Brownian particle mixtures confined in a three-dimensional spherical container. We consider systems where the particle motion is restricted by the harmonic external trapping potential and the container edge wall. In such systems, two segregation patterns are observed. When the container radius is sufficiently large, more weakly fluctuating particles accumulate near the center of the container than strongly fluctuating particles. On the other hand, the distributions of the strongly and weakly fluctuating particles are inverted when the container radius is small. With no external trapping potentials, we find similar segregation and phase inversion if the particles construct a chain (heterofluctuating polymer) and are confined in a three-dimensional spherical container. We could apply these phenomena in the study of biopolymer behavior, such as chromosomes in the cell nucleus.